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Model checking [1, 5] is an automated veriﬁcation procedure, which checks that a
model of a system satisﬁes certain properties. These properties are typically expressed
in some temporal logic, like LTL and CTL. Algorithms for LTL model checking (linear
time logic) are based on automata theory and graph algorithms, while algorithms for
CTL (computation tree logic) are based on ﬁxed-point computations and set operations.
The basic model checking procedures examine the state space of a system
exhaustively, which grows exponentially in the number of variables or parallel components. Scalability of model checking is achieved by clever abstractions (for instance
counter-example guided abstraction reﬁnement), clever algorithms (for instance
partial-order reduction), clever data-structures (for instance binary decision diagrams)
and, ﬁnally, clever use of hardware resources, for instance algorithms for distributed
and multi-core computers.
This invited lecture will provide a number of highlights of our research in the last
decade on high-performance model checking, as it is implemented in the open source
LTSmin tool set1 [10], focusing on the algorithms and datastructures in its multi-core
tools.
A lock-free, scalable hash-table maintains a globally shared set of already visited state
vectors. Using this, parallel workers can semi-independently explore different parts
of the state space, still ensuring that every state will be explored exactly once. Our
implementation proved to scale linearly on tens of processors [12].
Parallel algorithms for NDFS. Nested Depth-First Search [6] is a linear-time algorithm
to detect accepting cycles in Büchi automata. LTL model checking can be reduced to
the emptiness problem of Büchi automata, i.e. the absence of accepting cycles. We
introduced a parallel version of this algorithm [9], despite the fact that Depth-First
Search is hard to parallelize. Our multi-core implementation is compatible with
important state space reduction techniques, in particular state compression and
partial-order reduction [11, 15] and generalizes to timed automata [13].
A multi-core library for Decision Diagrams, called Sylvan [7]. Binary Decision Diagrams (BDD) have been introduced as concise representations of sets of Boolean
vectors. The CTL model checking operations can be expressed directly on the BDD
representation [4]. Sylvan provides a parallel implementation of BDD operations for
shared-memory, multi-core processors. We also provided successful experiments on
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distributed BDDs over a cluster of multi-core computer servers [14]. Besides BDDs,
Sylvan also supports Multi-way and Multi-terminal Decision Diagrams.
Multi-core algorithms to detect Strongly Connected Components. An alternative
model-checking algorithm is based on the decomposition and analysis of Strongly
Connected Components (SCCs). We have implemented a parallel version of Dijkstra’s
SCC algorithm [2, 8]. It forms the basis of model checking LTL using generalized
Büchi and Rabin automata [3]. SCCs are also useful for model checking with fairness,
probabilistic model checking, and implementing partial-order reduction.
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